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ABSTRACT

A training set of MR images of normal and
abnormal heads was used to derive a complete set of
orthonormal basis functions which converged to head-
like images more rapidly than Fourier basis functions.
The new image representation was used to reconstruct
MR images of other heads from a relatively small
number of phase-encoded signal measurements. The
training images also determined exactly w.h/.ch .t .t .t .t~-
encoded signals should be measured to nnmmme nnage
reconstruction error. These signals were non-uniformly
scattered throughout k.space. Experiments showed that
head images reconstructed with the new method had less
truncation artifacts than conventional Fourier images,
reconstructed from the same number of signals.

1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional magnetic resonance images
(MPA) are reconstructed by Fourier uansformation of 
limited number of phase-eneeded if’E) and frequeney-
encoded (FE) signals in the center ofk space. There 
always a tradeoff between imaging time and S’l~rhl
resolution. If one wishes to reduce dam acquisition
time, fewer PE signals can be measured, and the
resulting images will have more truncation artifacts and
worse spatial resolution. Many constrained image
reconstruction algorithms attempted to improve this
tradeoff by using prior knowledge. Most of these
methodsI did not attempt to optimize the image
acquisition; the measured PE signals were still
uniformly spaced in the center of k-space. Unmeasm’ed
high-k signals were estimated from the measured low-k
data by using expficit mathematical models, which
reflected a particular author’s intuition about what the
images should look like.

We recently developed a new approach to
constrained MR imaging2, called Feature-Recognizing
MRI fb’R MRD. In this scheme, a set of training
images reflected our prior knowledge about the objects
to be imaged. An automatic pattern recognition
technique was used to examine the space of all possible
images and to t’md that subspaee, which best described
the training set. Since the images of subsequently
scanned objects were presumed to lie in this subspace,
they could be reconstructed from a subset of the usual
array of PE signals. Furthermore, the training images
automatically determined which signals should be
measured in order to reduce image reconstruction error.
In most cases, the optimal measurements were non-

uniformly scattered throughout k-space. Thus, unlike
other techniques of constrained imaging, FR MR/
WiliTed prior knowledge to control the image
acquisition process as wen as the image reconstruction

procedure.

In an earlier repon2, FR MRI was applied to
simulated and experimental phantom images with small
matrices (16 x 32). In the following, we describe the
appfication of the method to 64 x 64 images of the
human brain. This required the use of a numerical
optimization technique (simulated annealing) to find the
best subset of phase-encoded signals to be measured.
Section 2 is a brief discussion of the theoretical basis of
FR MRI, which was described in detail in ref. 2. The
application of FR MRI to human brain images is
discussed in Section 3. The implications of these
results are described in Section 4.

2. METHODOLOGY

The FR MRI algorithm can be divided into
two phases. The first phase consists of preprocessing
or training computations which are performed just once
for a given class of images (e.g. the class of Tl-
weighted axial images through the lateral ventricles of
the brain). These calculations determine: (1) a formula
for reconstructing the training images from a reduced set
of PE signals; (2) the indices of the phase-encodings
which produce the most accurate such reconstruction.
Once the training phase is completed for a particular
class of images, "unknown" objects (objects not in the
training set) can be imaged by following the steps.
First, the scanner acquires a reduced set of PE signals at
the locations in k-space specified by the training
computations. Using formulas derived in the training
phase, these measurements are linearly transformed to
produce an image of the unknown object.

2.1 Training images

The algorithm utilizes prior knowledge in the
form of a set of "training images", comprised of a large
collection of high resolution images of objects
resembling the "unknown" objects to be scanned. For
example, a large set of normal and abnormal brain scans
would be used to train the algorithm to acquire and
reconstruct brain images. The training images are
acquired by conventional MR scanning, i.e., by
measuring PE signals, which sample rows in the k-
space representation of the image. The sampled points
form a Cartesian grid in the center of k-space and has
uniform distribution in each direction. The spacing
between points is determined by the fields of view
(FOV) Df and Dp in the FE and the PE directions,
respectively. The number of sampled points in the FE
direction (Nf) arid in the PE direction (Np) is determined
by the desired resolution along each axis. Let gn(a)
represent the complex data at the point with FE index a
and PE index n. The values ofgn(a) for each fixed
value of a (i.e. each column in k-space) can be regarded
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as a complex column vector in an Np-dimensional
image space. Since the Ixaining images are similar to
one another, the vectors corresponding to different
training images are usually clustered in the image space.

Let <gn(a)> be the raw dA~ array of the
average training image, and define fn(a) to be the
diffe~nce benueen the raw data of a specific image and
this average training image: fn(a) = gn(a) - <&nfa)> 
The Foudcx Iransformation offn(a) is a complex
function l(x,y), which represents the difference between
the average training image and the image corresponding
to gnf a ):

l(x,y)ffi . t ~’. ~". fs(a)e~’z+tq’u (I)
Dt.~-~p .=~...s; .= .17"..up

The aim of the FR MRI algorithm is to recover the
function l(x,y) from a subset of the N/) PE signals.
relxesented by gnfa) orfnfa). The desired image is then
produced by adding the average waining image to l(x,y).

2.2 FR basis functions

The image space is spanned by many complete
sets of orthononnal unit vectors which ate "rotated"
with respect to the axes corresponding to the Fomier
image componentsfn(a). The image’s components
(vn(a)) such an alternative coordinate system ate
related to its Fourier components by an Np x Np
unitary Iransformation, Unn’:
f.(a)= ~’~ Um,(a)vs(a) (2)

a’=I...N#
The adoption of such a "rotated" coordinate system is
equivalent to representing the image with a complete set
of orthonormal functions Van(X,y):

l(x,Y) = ..~..s¢! a=~...sc v.(a)Vas(x.Y) O)

whe~
V,n(x,y) I. e#,~ Y Un’ n(a)dq’~’

(4)
Since all of these alternative basis sets arc

complete, each one can be used to represent an arbitrary
image exactly as well as the Fourier expansion in Eq
(1). However, if these representations arc mmcaled at
any point, there is one special basis set which provides
the most accurate representation of the training images.
As demonstrated in reference 2, the optimal basis set
can be derived from Tnn’(a), the covariance matrix of the
training images:

TM.(a) =l ~. f~(ad)fs(aJS* (5)
J j.,~..a

wherefn(aj) is the Fourier representation of the/h
training image. The unitary transformation to the
optimal coordinate system (i.e. Unn’(a) in (2)) is
matrix which transforms Tnnfa) into diagonal form
with descending eigenvalues. In other words, the
optimal image basis functions are the principal
components of the column vectors of the training
images2.
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2.3 Image reconstruction

If we want to reconstruct an image from a
subset of PE signals with indices [L) (L < Np), it is
necessary to truncate the FR expansion ofeach column
of k-space data sO that it has L or fewer terms. In othe~
words, Eq (2) and Eq O) must be truncated after the firs
M(a) terms where M(a) < L. Then, the L measured
components Offn(a) Can be used tO CalC))latO the values
of the first M(a) FR components, vn(a). As shown in
reference 2, these ~ components can be used to
estimate the Np-L unmeasured PE signals:

fh(a)= [Q(aXR(a)+R(a))’lR(a)+]hlfk(a)
k e{C}

where Rkm(a) is an L x M(a) matrix with elements
Rkm(a) = Ukm(a) for m = l...M(a) and k e {L) 
where Qign(a) is the (Np-L) x M(a) matrix: Qhm(a) 
Uhra(a) for m = l..a~lfa) and h ~. tL). Finally, the
image can be reconslructed by conventional Fourier
transformation (Eq (1)) of the L measured PE signals
and the Np-L estimated PE signals in Eq (6).

2.4 Optimal PE signals to be measured

In principle, the image can be reconstructed
from any subset of L PE signals. However, some
choices of these measured signals may lead to
amplification of envrs due to measurement noise and
series truncation. The optimal PE signals to be
measured are those which lead to least error in the FR
reconsgucfion of the training images. If e is the root
mean squared noise in the PE signal measurements, th,
average error in the FR reconstruction of the training
images is:
< ~r> = NiLe2 +e2,,~...t¢t Tr[(Q(a)÷Q(a)XR (a)*R(a))41

+ ~.~...s, Tr[W(a)T(a)W(a)+]
CO

whe~
W~(a) = -[Q(a)(R( a) ÷R( a) ) 4 
w~.(a) = &h.

for h 4 (Ll, t e tLl, h’ ~ (L} (8)
Our task is to find the indices {L) of the PE signal
measurements which minimize <E~,>. Notice that the
matrices Q and R in Eq (7) depend on the mmcation
points M(a) and the indices (L). order to avoid to
examine the huge search space defined by the
simultaneous variation of the M(a) and the indices (L)
we have used the following itemtive procedure to look
for optimal values of M(a) and (L}. First, we esfimat,
the values of M(a) which led to an acceptable amount
average mmcation error in the representation of the
waining images by M(a) FR basis functions. Next.
simulated annealing was used to identify the optimal
indices [L), i.e. the optimal k-space locations for the
measured PE signals used to calculate those M(a)



components. Finally M( a ) was adjusted, as needed, 
minimize ill-conditioning of the calculation of the M(a)
FR components from the optimally.located L PE
measurements.

As stated above, the M(a) were initially chosen
to lead to an acceptable level of truncation error. As
shown in reference 2, the mean squared error in the
truncated FR representation of the training images is
given by the sum of the last (Np.M) eigenvalues of
Tnn’(a). The mean squared magnitude of the training
images is given by the sum of all of these eigenvalues.
Therefore, the relative size of the mean squared
truncation error is given by the ratio of these two
quantities:

<Era(a)2>-i,.M(a~l..A’p gi(a)/,-.~..N, k(a) 
where ),i(a) is the I th eigenvalue of Tnn’(a). The M(a)
were initially chosen to lead to an acceptable value of
this relative truncation error.

Given an initial choice for M(a), the next step
was to find the indices [LJ of measured PE signals
which minimized the error in the FR reconstruction of
the training images; namely, Eq (7). This involved
looking at many possible choices of {L); for example,
for Np - 64 and L ffi 32 there are 64!/32! (64-32)I 
1018 choices for these indices. We used simulated
annealing3 since it is an efficient means of finding
global or nearly global minima in such huge search
spaces. In our case, the state of the system to be
annealed was defined by the indices (L.h and the
system’s energy was given by the teconslruction error in
Eq (7). After the initial state of the system was chosen
randomly, a proposed perturbation ("move") was
stochastically generated; i.e. some indices in (L) were
deleted, and an equal number of indices were ~ to the
set. The energy change AS associated with the
proposed move was calculated. If dE < 0, the move
was accepted and defined the next state of the system;
i.e. the system always went "downlfill". If AE > 0, the
con’esponding Boltzmann factor e"AE/T was calculated,
where T was the user-controlled "tempemtme" of the
system. The move was accepted with high (low)
probability if the Boltzmann factor was close to I (0);
otherwise, the move was rejected. In other words, the
system was likely to make large "uphill" moves at high
T, but usually made only small uphill moves at low T.
After a large series of moves was made, the temperature
parameter T was lowered, another series of moves was
generated, T was lowered again, etc. If the initial
temperature is high enough, enough moves are made to
approach thermodynamic equilibrium at each
temperature, and T is lowered slowly enough, this
procedure is highly likely to move the system to a
global or nearly global minimum3. In other words, the
system was "frozen" or annealed in the "ground" state
(or nearly ground state).
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After the optimal set of measured PE signals
was found in this way, we examined the eigenvalues of
the matrix R(a)+R(a), which must be inverted to
perform the FR reconstruction. If a small eigenvalue
was found, M(a) was lowered until all eigenvalues were
acceptably large, thereby avoiding error amplification
during image reconstruction.

2.5 Imaging unknown objects

After the training procedure is completed,
"unknown" images can be quickly reconstructed. First,
the operator chooses the number L of PE signals to be
acquired; for example, this might be determined by the
time available for scarming. Next, the scanner measures
the optimal PE signals with indices (L} determined
during the training phase. Image reconstruction is
performed by "back-projecting" these measured Fourier
components onto the M(a)-ffnnensional reconstruction
subspace, spanned by the In’st M(a) FR basis functions.

3. APPLICATION TO IMAGES OF THE
HUMAN HEAD

3.1 Training images

We applied the FR algorithm to 64 x 64
images of the human head. First, Tl-weighted axial
images of 75 normal adult volunteers and patients
without large lesions were collected by a 1.5 T scanner.
A spin echo pulse sequence was used with parameters:
TR/rE = 500/16 msec, slice thickness = 6 mm, FOV =
24 cm, and 2 excitations. If necessary, the images were
manually Iranslated a few pixels in the FE and PE
directions so that the head was retrospectively centered
in the FOV no matter how the patient was positioned in
the scanner. Next, the k-space data were normalized to
unit magnitude at k=0 in order to compensate for
variations in receiver gain from scan to scan. Finally,
the average training image was subtracted from each
image.

3.2 FR basis functions

The training images were used to calculate and
diagonalize the covariance matrix Tnn’(a) (E,q (5)). This
procedure determined the FR basis functions Van(X,y)
given by Eq (4). These comprised a complete set 
orthonormal functions which were "tailored" to
converge rapidly to head-like images. The first FR
functions depict features which are common in the
training images, such as the scalp, diploic fat, brain
surface, and ventricles. Higher order basis functions
describe features rarely found in the training set; for
example, they are distributed in regions which are filled
with air in most images.

3.3 Optimal PE signals to be measured

We "Irained" the algorithm to reconstruct
images from 8, 16, 24, 32, or 40 PE signals. For each



of these choices of L, the first step was to estimate
M(a), the number of FR basis functions to be used in
the reconstruction of the ath column in k-space. As
described in Section 2, this was done by requiring that
the average mnr, afion ezror <Erel(a)2> be less than a
certain upper limit: e.g. 0.01 for L=32. This criterion
usually led to values of M(a) which were lower for
central columns in k-space than for peripheral columns.
For example, for L = 32, M(a) was 10, 27, and 30 for a
= 32, 16 and 1, respectively. Next, simulated annealing
was used to determine optimal or nearly-optimal indices
(L} of the PE signals to be measured. The energy to be
minimized was given by Eq (7). We used a value of 
(the noise in each PE signal), which would produce 
signal-to-noise ratio of 7 in a conventional FT image.
These calculations took 1-15 CPU hours on a Convex
C-3 supercompuer. This training procedure is practical
since it only has to be done once for each class of
images.

3.4 Image reconstruction

The above procedure determined the indices (/.,)
of PE signals which led to a reasonably small average
error in the FR reconstruction of the training images.
The FR reconsu’uction formula, Eq (6), uses those
signals to reconstruct the ath column of a k-space image
as a sum of M(a) FR basis functions. Notice that this
image reconstruction formula involves the inverse of a
matrix R(a)+R(a). For a few k-space columns this
matrix had small eigenvalues (e.g. condition number
greater than 200) which caused its inverse to be ill-
conditioned. Therefore, we decreased M(a) for those
columns (i.e. used fewer FR basis functions) so that the
matrix inverse was better defined and there was less error
ampfification in the reconstruction process.

Once this training procedure was completed,
"unknown" objects were imaged by measuring the
optimal L PE signals and substituting them in Eq (6).
The FR images of a typical "unknown" head were
reconstructed from 8, 16, 24, 32 and 40 PE signals.
The measured signals were acquired with the same pulse
sequence used to collect the waining data. The results
are compared to conventional FT reconstructions from
the same number of PE signals, distributed uniformly
in the center of k-space. The FR images have less
truncation artifact than the FT images. Common
features in the training images (the scalp, diploic
marrow, brain surface, ventricles, and interventricular
septum) "come into focus" even for highly mmcated FR
reconstructions (e.g. L = 8, 16, 24). This happens
because these features are "built into" the first FR basis
functions and are added into the FR series, complete
with highly resolved edges, as soon as they are
"detected" in the measured signals.

The FR algorithm was used to reconstruct
images of unknown heads scanned with different TRs:
such as TR=300 and 1000 ms. The FR reconstructions
from PE signals with TR = 300 ms and 1000 ms were
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slightly less aocmate than the FR images reconstructed
from the same number of signals with TR = 500 ms.
This was because images acquired with TR = 300 ms
and I000 ms are expected to be "farther" from the
cluster of training images (TR = 500 ms).
Nevertheless, the FR reconstructions for TR = 300 ms
and 1000 ms still have significantly less truncation
artifact than the comparable FT reconstructions. This
suggests that the FR algorithm derived from a single
Tl-weighted training set can be used to reconstruct
images acquired with a wide variety of Tl-weighted
pulse sequences. The FR algorithm was also used to
reconmuct a training subject, after the data were
modified to contain a simulated "lesion" unlike any
lesion in the training set. It is apparent that the FR
algorithm reconstructed the lesion accurately when it
was located inside the head. This is because the
Iruncated FR series is fairly complete over the head
region where most training images have a variety of
structural detail.~.

4. DISCUSSION

Conventional MRI has spatially-uniform
resolution because it utilizes Fourier basis functions
(sines and cosines) which oscillate uniformly across th~
FOV. Furthermore, the measured PE signals are
uniformly distributed in the center of k-space. This
strategy for image acquisition and reconstruction is
appropriate in situations in which there is no prior
information about the object being scanned. However,
the method suffers from the fact that sharp edges are
poorly represented by Fourier functions. Such edges
generate truncation artifacts which can obscure adjacent
structures. In contrast, FR MRI utilizes prior
information in the form of training images to generate
"customized" set of basis functions which converge to
similar images more rapidly than the generic Fourier
functions. These basis functions may be highly
localized distributions and can contain sharp edges. Th
FR image reconstruction process is characterized by
Spatial resolution which varies across the FOV,
Regions containing much structm’al detail in the
training images are more highly resolved and "come
into focus" earlier in the FR series expansion. The Ft
expansion of an image is best calculated from a set of
PE signals which sample k-space in a non-uniform
fashion, also dictated by the training images. Thus, th
FR strategy is to use prior information to optimize tin
scanning process as well as the image reconstruction
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